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Dear children,

In the sacred solemnity of the month of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, may the life of each child of
Mine be converted into this awaited for tabernacle so that the Most Sacred Heart of Christ may be
kept as a divine spiritual relic, that pulsates within each human heart.

This tabernacle, which each one must prepare, so that Christ may live within each soul, has to be
built through some important but simple principles that will make of this inner space a favorite
place for My Son.

These principles, which you must practice in daily life, are:

1. The prayer of the heart, which is a mature prayer of a consciousness that commits itself every
day to the expression of the divine word, of a consciousness that understands, beyond itself, the
emergency of these times, that everything may be filled inside and out by the sacred word of prayer.

2. A life of fraternal inclusion and service, of the ability to serve without conditions, of the
opportunity that can be given to every person, beyond their mental or inner conditions. It is the
ability for each soul to have its place to express itself in life.

3. Obedience, which is an attribute that is not often lived by most, but living obedience, even in the
smallest details, means to be preparing oneself, in a detached and austere manner, to someday obey
Higher Commands, or even to direct these Commands, that we call Armies of Light.

In simple words, dear children, they represent living in the Law of Hierarchy in order to learn to live
in the Will of God.

With these three attributes or principles, applied with effort in daily life, you will build a safe
tabernacle for My Son to deposit His most infinite spiritual treasures, the treasures that will rebuild
all of humanity.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace

 


